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BUSINESS LITIGATION 
ATTORNEYS

Business Litigation

Related Services

Criminal Defense Litigation and 

Appeal

Alternative Dispute Resolution

Some business challenges are too large or intractable to tackle alone. Between internal disputes, regulatory 

challenges, service agreements, and concerns involving corporate structure, handling nuanced business litigation 

requires an exceptional legal advisor.

Our business litigators combine a broad knowledge base with an acute understanding of business organization 

and structure, client needs and industry positions. We guide companies and business owners through the gamut of 

business litigation issues at every stage, from initial planning and strategy to final resolution, and any resulting tax, 

regulatory or business planning issues. We will advise you on ways to avoid disputes, or resolve disputes before they 

turn into litigation. If litigation is unavoidable, we will fight as aggressively as needed, combining a business lawyer’s 

perspective and insight developed and honed by our litigation experience.

Drawing on a diverse set of skills and practice areas, our business litigation attorneys provide unparalleled 

consulting and legal services designed to resolve matters quickly, cost effectively and strategically. Our firm’s 

dynamic, communicative and collaborative approach ensures the companies and business leaders we advise and 

represent receive tailored and pragmatic legal expertise in every category. Whether representing clients’ interests 

in formulating a claim or responding to a pre-litigation demand, conducting arbitration or mediation, advising on 

business transactions, or serving as trial counsel, we are committed to pursuing all solutions and strategies to meet 

our clients’ needs and objectives.

• Management Issues and Corporate Deadlocks

• Ownership and Shareholder Disputes

• Buy-Sell Agreements

• Breach/Enforcement of Acquisition Agreements

• Corporate Governance

• Lenders’ Rights

• Business Valuation Disputes

• Breach of Fiduciary Duty Claims

• Corporate Opportunity Claims

• Minority Shareholder Oppression

• Indemnification and Advancement Rights

• Vendor Agreements and Disputes

• Securities and Financial Services Litigation

• Protection of Trade Secrets

• Restrictive Covenants

• Regulatory Matters

• Executive Level Employment Disputes

• Real Estate Litigation

• Insurance and Reinsurance Litigation

• Unfair Competition Claims

Solving Complex Business Disputes


